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Will America’s
Wealth Evaporate?
Join Bill O'Reilly and Dick Morris for
This Powerful Internet Broadcast to
Make Sure YOU Are Not Caught Blindsided
Dear Terry,
Right now elected officials are making drastic and dangerous decisions that are impacting your wealth and financial freedom.
And you need to take necessary actions to not only find out the real story, but to discover ways to protect yourself.
The rampant fiscal irresponsibility of the Obama Administration has put each American citizen at risk.
As I write this letter:
1. Our national debt has hit $13 trillion*. Even more alarming  a president of the Federal Reserve is claiming the real debt
figure to be $104 trillion if you count all our entitlement programs (like Social Security and Medicare) and obligations,
including federal pensions.
2. Ben Bernanke is gambling with the dollar. He set the Fed’s printing presses on fire to pay for the aggressive bank and
auto bailouts and the ensuing Wall Street crisis. And no effort has been made to fix this mistake.
3. While China stakes its claim to global economic dominance, we are falling behind and remain dependent on them
for our debt. It’s only a matter of time before they ask us to close our “bar tab” with them  an amazing $895 billion line of
credit they have extended us. As the Chinese realize the dollar will fall, they will sell their U.S. bonds, sending us into a
further tailspin.
President Obama and his team have mismanaged our economy. They have played a dangerous game of poker and now their bluff
has been called.
Even Warren Buffett has said repeatedly what every honest economist knows: America is on an unstoppable path toward inflation.
https://mail.google.com/a/mediamatters.org/?ui=2&ik=98f87018bc&view=pt&search=inbox&th=128fdc07035959d8
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In Fact . . . Inflation Has Already Been
Striking Us While the Mainstream Media
Has Slept Through the Threat!
Since 2008 we’ve seen a startling 135 percent increase in the money
supply.
This drastic inflation of our dollar will eventually cripple the wealth of
American citizens when it evolves into price inflation at the grocery story,
gas pump, and on just about anything you buy.
Nobel Prize winning economist Milton Friedman put it best when he
explained that inflation acts like a drunk with alcohol.
At first there is euphoria and happiness. All seems right.
And because of this the drinking continues. And before long it’s simply
too late and the hangover strikes!

America is About to Come Face to
Face With the Worst Economic
Hangover in More Than a
Generation…
Rampant spending . . . overzealous borrowing . . . and planned
devaluing of the dollar have taken us to the brink.
Maybe you are not concerned. Maybe you don’t see major inflation yet?

What is the
Economic Crisis Summit?
On June 17, an esteemed panel led by
Fox News’ Bill O’Reilly and Dick Morris,
along with global investor Jim Rogers
and Newsmax CEO and Editor in Chief
Christopher Ruddy, will convene to
discuss inflation, higher taxes, our
fragile economy, and real solutions that
average Americans can take to ensure
their wealth is safeguarded and
positioned to prosper in an uncertain
future.
The Economic Crisis Summit is an
Internet broadcast that every concerned
citizen is encouraged to view.
Attendance is 100% free. All you
need is a computer and an Internet
connection.

Don’t be fooled.
Obama and Congress think they can buy prosperity with intentional
inflation.

R.S.V.P. here!

They also think they can dig us out of this Federal debt abyss; the next inevitable “solution” President Obama will conjure up will be
to tax his way out of it.

President Obama Will Usher in One of the Most Massive Tax
Increases in History on December 31!
This is when the Bush tax cuts expire.
An immediate 10 percent tax increase across the board will strike citizens of all income categories.
He knows the capital gains tax will rise by almost 50 percent and the tax on dividends as much as 250 percent!
His Obamacare plan already calls for more taxes, including a $28,000 tax increase for millions of Americans.
And now Obama is openly talking about a new “value-added tax” which would be tantamount to a national sales tax. It is clear that
the mentality of both the Obama White House and the Pelosi-run Democratic Congress is pro-taxes.
You Need Actionable Solutions For These Upcoming Economic Catastrophes
On June 17 I am convening a powerful panel to discuss these threats to your wealth.
We live in momentous times. This is why such powerful media, political, and economic heavyweights like Bill O’Reilly, Dick
Morris, and Jim Rogers will be joining me.
Newsmax will be holding a critical webinar (an Internet broadcast) called the “Economic Crisis Summit.”
Make it a point to attend  your wealth may depend on it!
It's 100% free!  Go here to R.S.V.P. to this Internet broadcast!

https://mail.google.com/a/mediamatters.org/?ui=2&ik=98f87018bc&view=pt&search=inbox&th=128fdc07035959d8
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In fact, even if you can’t make the June 17 date, still sign up as you will be notified of any rebroadcasts.

Bill O’Reilly Will Be Our
Premier Guest on the Summit
Bill O’Reilly has been warning Americans of the dangerous economic policies being pushed by Obama and Congress.
And Dick Morris, the famous Fox News commentator and the man Time magazine referred to as “the most influential private
citizen in America,” says we face a dire economic situation unless we act today.
Also Jim Rogers, the world-renowned investor, best-selling author, and expert on the new global economy, will reveal his take on
how investors can profit even during bad times.
The Economic Crisis Summit Will Give You the Real Story On . . .
How bad this inflation nightmare will become.
The unfortunate truth that the only thing propping up the dollar now is the
debacle in Greece.
What Ben Bernanke is hiding from the American public.
How bad our federal deficit truly is (and how much higher it could go).
How federal taxes will cripple your ability to achieve the American Dream of
financial independence and prosperity.
How 33 states have raised taxes in the last year  and how bad it will get in the
months ahead.
And You’ll Be Delivered the Solutions You Need the Most!
What investments are set to outpace inflation in the future?
How you can protect your wealth from an upcoming dollar correction.
Where you can invest so that Uncle Sam’s IRS muscle can’t track you down?
How to make money as emerging markets surge.
How to tap into a 610-year bull market in an exciting asset class (Yes, hard to
believe, but over six centuries! )
The best way to play China’s battle for global economic dominance.

Joining Bill O’Reilly and
Dick Morris on this 100%
FREE broadcast is
legendary investor and
best-selling author Jim
Rogers.

Attendance For the Economic Crisis
Summit on
June 17 is 100% FREE.
All you need is a computer and
an Internet connection.
Click here to register!
And to help you prepare for this groundbreaking event, we will provide you exclusive, 24/7 access to the Economic Crisis Summit
V.I.P. attendee website.
Here you’ll be provided riveting articles and thought-provoking videos on inflation, taxes, a weakened dollar . . . and more
importantly, what you can do about it.
You can create compelling conversations with your fellow, like-minded attendees and participate in polls, “live blogs” and even a
petition we are sending to the White House and Congress to demand they get their act together and stop risking our wealth and
that of future generations
The Economic Crisis Summit will deliver you the insight you need to prepare for these threats to your wealth. And knowledge is
power.
So I urge you to take this opportunity to join Bill O’Reilly, Dick Morris, Jim Rogers, other experts, and me.
While inflation may be inevitable, you do not have to sit back and watch as it destroys your wealth. You can act!

Secure Your Free Invitation
Click Here Now
To Your Success,
https://mail.google.com/a/mediamatters.org/?ui=2&ik=98f87018bc&view=pt&search=inbox&th=128fdc07035959d8
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Christopher Ruddy
CEO and Editor in Chief
Newsmax and Moneynews
P.S. Here are some alarming facts you need to be aware of:
$117,000  That is how much each taxpayer (YOU) will have to fork over in order to pay off our national debt (does not even
include state debts) according to U.S. Treasury.
95%  That’s how much value the U.S. dollar has lost in the past 100 years.
26%  That is how high some respected economists estimate our unemployment to be. Although governmental statistics
state that the official unemployment rate is around 10%, other sources that include underemployed, distressed workers,
etc., are more accurate.
Sitting idly by is no longer an option. Get powerful solutions for these uncertain times.

Join Bill O’Reilly and Dick Morris –
Secure Your Free Invitation to the
Economic Crisis Summit, Simply Click Here Now
*The $13 trillion debt figure is determined from the Treasury Department’s website and includes the figures for Debt Held by the Public (foreign
governments & private investors holding Treasuries, etc.) as well as “Intragovernmental Holdings.
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